### Conference Day 1: 5th June 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.30-11.00</td>
<td>Registration &amp; Coffee</td>
<td>Registration in Reception Coffee in LG1, Cloakroom in LG2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00-11.05</td>
<td>Welcome</td>
<td>Lecture Theatre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.05-11.15</td>
<td>Opening Remarks &amp; Introduction of Keynote Speaker</td>
<td>Lecture Theatre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Merris Amos &amp; Costanza Russo</td>
<td>Directors of Graduate Studies, QMUL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gregory Jones QC</td>
<td>Francis Taylor Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.00-01.30</td>
<td>Panel I: Constitutionalism, Justice and the Rule of Law 1</td>
<td>Room 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: Mario Mendez</td>
<td>Reader in Law, QMUL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uriah Bajela</td>
<td>PhD Candidate, University of Brighton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jasmine Osabutey</td>
<td>PhD Candidate, Coventry University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mob Justice and the Rule of Law: A Case Study of Ghana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shweta Kalmegh Band</td>
<td>PhD Candidate, University of Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sabarimala and the Pandora’s Box: The Constitutional Controversies Surrounding the Freedom to Pray in India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Panel II: Company Law  
Chair: Alan Dignam  
Professor of Corporate Law, QMUL  
Room 2.1

Yanzhe Li  
PhD Candidate, Queen Mary University of London  
Investment-based Crowdfunding and Investor Protection in the UK and the US  

Fahad N. Alshammari  
PhD Candidate, Washington University in St. Louis  
Understanding Minority Shareholders Protections in Relation to Mandatory Bids Rule: A Comparative Study Between Kuwait law and US Law  

01.30-02.30  
Lunch Break & Poster Exhibition  
Room 3.1, (Additional seating in Room 2.1)  

02.30-04.00  
Panel III: Immigration / Refugee Law  
Chair: Niovi Vavoula  
Lecturer in Migration and Security, QMUL  
Room 2.1

Fazle Elahi  
PhD Candidate, De Montfort University  
Deprivation of British Citizenships of Shamima Begum, other ISIS Brides and Fighters: An Autopsy of the Secretary of State’s Power under Section 40 of the British Nationality Act 1981  

Manjida Ahamed  
PhD Candidate, Middlesex University London  
Revisits the Definition of ‘Deportation’ as Crime Against Humanity Reflecting the Decision of Pre-Trial Chamber of the International Criminal Court on Rohingya Crisis  

Panel IV: Contract / Commercial 1  
Chair: Philip John Rawlings  
Roy Goode  
Professor of Commercial Law, QMUL  
Room 1.2

Shaylla Shabbir  
PhD Candidate, Queen Mary University of London  
Is the Interrelationship between Sharia Law and English Common Law through the Modern Commercial Era, Workable or Unworkable?  

Babatunde Baniamin Olayiwola  
PhD Candidate, University of Lagos  
Towards African Economic “Silver Linings”: The Impacts of Laws of Contract
Panel V: Human Rights 1
Chair: Merris Amos  
Director of Graduate Studies, QMUL

Mattia Pinto  
PhD Candidate, The London School of Economics and Political Science
*When Human Rights Go Violent: Expanding the Penal Field in the Name of Humanity*

Adriano Koslides Mitre  
PhD Candidate, University Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne; Université Sorbonne Paris Cité (Paris XIII)
*The Paradox between Sanctions and Human Rights Protection: An outlook on the European Sanctions and Lessons to Latin American*

Caroline Omari Lichuma  
PhD Candidate, University of Göttingen
*Now is (not yet) the Winter of our Discontent: The Unfulfilled Promise of Economic and Social Rights*

Panel VI: International Law
Chair: Neve Gordon  
Marie Curie Fellow and Professor of International Law, QMUL

Linlan Huang  
PhD Candidate, SOAS University of London
*Protecting Audiences from Product Placements in Audio-visual Contents: A Comparative Study between EU, UK and US Law*

Aygun Mammadzada  
PhD Candidate, University of Southampton
*Substantive Validity Of Choice Of Court Agreements under The Hague Convention 2005 On Choice Of Court Agreements*
Conference Day 2: 6th June 2019

10.00-10.20   Registration & Coffee

10.20-10.30   Opening Remarks for Day 2
Costanza Russo | Director of Graduate Studies, Centre for Commercial Law Studies, QMUL

10.30-12.00   Panel VII: Human Rights across Borders
Chair: Matthew Evans | Director of Legal Advice Centre, QMUL
Jessica Shurson | PhD Candidate, Queen Mary University of London
Revisiting The Alien Tort Statute: Promoting Human Rights through Universal Civil Jurisdiction
Liam Halewood | PhD Candidate, Liverpool John Moores University
Extraterritorial Applicability of the Right to Life: A Comparative Analysis of ‘Jurisdiction’ under the ECHR and the ICCPR
Nabilah Hani Ahmad Zubaidi | PhD Candidate, Aberystwyth University
Online Child Pornography, Grooming, and Cybersex: Exploring Parallels in the Phenomena

Panel VIII: EU Law
Chair: Angelos Dimopoulos | Senior Lecturer in Law, QMUL
Giulia Gentile | PhD Candidate, King’s College London
Silver-lining in the EU (Rule of Law): The ECJ as a Watchdog of Democratic Values
Giulia Priora | PhD Candidate, Central European University
Catching Sight of a Glimmer of Light: The Emergence of a Distributive Narrative in the EU Copyright Reform Process
Rachel Alkalay | PhD Candidate, Queen Mary University of London
A New Balance for a New Age and Article 13 of the New EU Copyright Directive

Panel IX: Contract / Commercial 2
Chair: Christina Perry | Reader in Law, QMUL
Adekemi Adebowale | PhD Candidate, Bangor University
*The Pre-contractual Duty of Utmost Good Faith - An Unjustified Burden on the Insured*

Mustafa Oguz Tuna | PhD Candidate, University of Dundee
*Use of ADR in Energy Investment Disputes*

12.00-01.00  Lunch Break & Poster Exhibition  
Room 3.1, (Additional seating in Room 2.1)

01.00-02.30  Panel X: Constitutionalism, Justice and the Rule of Law 2  
Chair: Caroline Morris | Senior Lecturer, QMUL

Md. Abdur Razzak | PhD Candidate, University of Leeds

Sarah Court-Brown | PhD Candidate, Queen Mary University of London
*Common Law Constitutionalism in the UKSC’s Recent Adjudication - A Silver Lining for the Brexit Process*

Fitria Fitria | PhD Candidate, University of York
*Legal Pluralism in Refugee Protection: Case Study of 'the 2015 Rohingya Refugee Crisis' in Aceh*

Panel XI: Arbitration  
Chair: TBC  
Room 1.2

Fikayo Taiwo | PhD Candidate, University of Essex
*Liberal and Restrictive Approaches to Legal Representation in Arbitration Proceedings: A Case of the Unintended Consequences of Nigeria’s Arbitration Rules*

Rahmi Kopar | PhD Candidate, University of Dundee
*Expanding Scope of the Legitimate Expectations Principle in Investment Treaty Arbitration: An Analysis in Light of Recent Spanish Awards*

Ilylyana Che Rosli | PhD Candidate, University of Sussex
*The Challenges in Maintaining the Harmonisation Standards of the New York Convention 1958*
Stanislava Nedeva | PhD Candidate, University of Exeter
*Have Faith in Good Faith: The Place of the Concept in Traditional English Common Law, “Modern” Common Law, and International Law and Arbitration: An Oil and Gas Perspective*

**Panel XII: Human Rights 2**  
**Chair: Richard Ashcroft** | Professor of Bioethics, QMUL

Aastha Agnihotri | LLM Student, Queen Mary University of London
*Interlinking Organ Scarcity and Human Rights: What Lessons Can India Learn?*

Terry McGuinness | PhD Candidate, University College London  
*Utilising Fatal Facts: The Coroner’s Role in Saving Lives*

Clara López | PhD Candidate, King’s College London  
*Mining and FPIC in Peru: Enhancing the Effectiveness of Indigenous Peoples’ Rights in the Light of International Human Rights Law*

02.30-03.30  **Coffee Break & Poster Exhibition (Voting)**

03.30-05.00  **Soapbox Session**  
**Chair: Professor Chris Reed** | Professor of Electronic Commerce Law, QMUL

Marie Cariou-Velly | PhD Candidate, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne  
*Tax and Gender: Encouraging Women’s Paid Employment through Tax Measures, A Silver Lining of Gender bias?*

James Greenwood-Reeves | PhD Candidate, University of Leeds  
*Constitutional Grounds of Disobedience: How Liberal Democracies Give Protesters the Moral Grounds to Disobey Laws*

Felicity Turton | PhD Candidate, Queen Mary University of London  
*Dealing with Data in EU Competition Law*

Riccardo Fornasari | PhD Candidate, University of Bologna, University of Paris Nanterre  
*The Effects of European Union Political Economy over the Current Contract Law Developments*

Zi Yang | PhD Candidate, University of Strathclyde
True and Fair Override Fails to Prevent the Abuse of Off-Balance Sheet Accounting within the Companies Act 2006 Information Disclosure System

Anne-Claire Bernard-Tomasi | PhD Candidate, University of Westminster
The Corporation, Corporate Legal Rights and Privacy Law: The Question of the Legal Protection of Privacy in the Corporate Context in the United Kingdom and the United States

Naheed Sultan | PhD Candidate, Aberystwyth University
Corporate Governance: Comparative Approach Limitations

Chufan Yang | PhD Candidate, Bangor University
Regulatory Decision Making and Economic Analysis in the EU Procurement Debriefing

Marcio Augusto Campos | PhD Candidate, University Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne; University of Brasilia
Internationalising International Tax Law: Existential Crisis and Silver Linings

05.00-05.45 Keynote Speech
Amanda Weston QC | Garden Court Chambers
Lecture Theatre

05.45-06.00 Closing Remarks & Announcement of Winning Poster
Conference Organising Committee

06.00-08.00 Optional Drinks in Nearby Pub
The Knight’s Templar
95 Chancery Lane, Off Carey St, Holborn, London WC2A 1DT

CLOSE

Poster Presentations

Khushboo Shah | Lawyer - Regulating Against the Slippery Slope: The Proper Scope of Neuroscience in the Criminal Justice System

Noura Hezam Almutairi | PhD Candidate, University of Dundee - The Right to Online Privacy under the Kuwaiti Constitution

Shweta Kalmegh Band | PhD Candidate, University of Reading - Of Faith & Beyond: The Paradox of Religious Freedom
Zaid Mahmoud Shaker Aladwan | PhD Candidate, University of Sussex - Legal Basis for the Fraud Exception

Ingrid Rosdahl | PhD Candidate, University Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne - Economic and social crises: Dark clouds that Call for Rethinking and Reforming Law

Chinwe Stella Umegbolu | PhD Candidate, University of Brighton - Dispensation of Justice: Lagos Multi-Door Courthouse (LMDC) as a Case Study

Gizem Guney | PhD Candidate, University of Sussex - A Ray of Hope for the Elimination of Domestic Violence?: The Istanbul Convention and Turkey

Omotolani Victoria Somoye | PhD Candidate, Bangor University - Subrogation Actions and the Distribution of the Subrogation Recoveries: The Need for Reforms under the Nigerian Insurance Laws